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Editors: Letters



The response to Management Ser
vices, just launched by the AICPA
in March of this year, has by and
large been excellent. The number of
initial subscription orders was far
higher than had been anticipated,
and, even though there will be some
attrition because the magazine was
originally offered on a trial basis
with the reader permitted
cancel
if disappointed in the first issue, a
substantial majority of the readers
seem reasonably well satisfied.
Some indications of reader reac
tions appear
the Letters that fol
low this. The comments carry no
names because they are drawn from
reactions solicited each month from
a random sample
400 readers
taken from the magazine’s circula
tion. Readers are not asked to give
their names evaluating articles.
We are happy
say that every
article received considerably more
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favorable than unfavorable com
ments; some articles were rated "too
elementary” by a few, and the same
articles “
sophisticated” by a few
others. That very conflict opinion
illustrates one the major problems
facing any magazine: finding the
editorial
which most articles
are of interest and value to the ma
jority readers and which almost
readers find much of the material
useful, even though there are indi
vidual articles they do not like.
In order
attack this problem
most effectively, it would be of tre
mendous help
the editors if sub
scribers would let us know after
each issue what they like about it,
and what they dislike. We shall con
tinue to send out questionnaires on
each issue to a few hundred readers,
and the response should give us a
good indication of how well we are
doing. But unsolicited comments
are extremely valuable guides as
well—and the larger our sample, the
more closely we can fit our selec
tion of articles to the needs and in
terests of readers.
By the same token, in addition to
reader reactions to the articles we
do present, we are always interested
reader suggestions as to types
articles they would like to see in the
magazine. We cannot, obviously,

promise that we can meet all these
requests. The subject suggested may
be clearly outside the magazine’s
scope, may be of interest
one
reader, but of very dubious use
any one of thousands of others. For
this reason, we rely on the opinions
of our board
consulting editors,
all of whom are active or knowl
edgeable in the management ser
vices area.
On the other hand, we are always
aware that a magazine which exists
an ivory tower remote from the
interests and activities
readers
is not going to be very helpful, very
interesting, or, in the last analysis,
very healthy.
Finally, may we use these col
umns to express our thanks to the
many anonymous readers who have,
through the medium of question
naires, given us the benefit
their
thinking, and so helped us
our
editorial planning.
The Editors

This is exactly what I have been
looking for, for a long time. Con
gratulations!

Re: “What people are writing
about”—My own consensus
opin
ion dictates that this particular sec
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tion could be reduced somewhat
and the additional space devoted to
People, Events, Techniques. Gener
ally speaking, most of the articles
have a sparkling, fresh delivery not
usually found in articles such as
these. However, although extremely
interesting and informative, the ar
ticles may seem a trifle too lengthy.
How would you qualify an “average
reader”?
Prefer The Journal of Account
format having authors’ infor
mation next to article written, espe
cially when magazine is copied
torn down for research files.
ancy

A journal should draw the reader
more deeply into areas with which
he is already familiar. It, in my
opinion, should not try to teach him.
Generally—very good impression.
Contents — well-selected and pre
sented. Need—yes, even a crowded
schedule could give way to some
time for this source. Caution—take
care that articles presented do not
unintentionally become a “show
place” of talent “available” through
identified CPA firms.

In general, I am extremely
pleased with magazine. It can be a

valuable aid to practitioners who
wish to improve their knowledge
and skills in the fields where busi
ness can best use them. I don’t
think you will be able to please
everyone because of the newness of
the field and the wide range of
knowledge presently held by practi
tioners all the way from complete
ignorance of the subject to a high
degree of sophistication. I myself
am very interested in operations re
search and the relation of ADP to
auditing and systems. Keep up the
good work.
Re: “Decision Making” — Good
subject, but in an attempt to gen
eralize and avoid being technical,
value of writing is lost.

Re: “Framework for Analysis”—I
do have a keen interest in account
ing, however, as a user of financial
information in the government’s
management function. My recom
mendation is that some material
should be used in the new magazine
to develop systems that provide in
formation oriented more to the gov
ernment’s program purposes. We are
entering an era of management sys
tems which requires a co-ordinated
approach, a system which combines
programing, budgeting, accounting
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and reporting. Such a system plainly
requires financial data and financial
methods that are appropriate to
basic tasks of planning, execution
and evaluation
programs.

Excellent ! !

It is all right to concentrate on
big industries, but what about the
small business? It is all right to have
the big executive in mind, but how
about the small one in general? It
is all right to write for the big ac
counting firm or practitioner, but
how about the average accountant
such as I? In other words, as per
pilot issue, I would give the maga
zine articles a rating of C.
I feel that this magazine is a
little too sophisticated for my pur
poses. The articles, I’m sure, were
excellent but just not applicable to
my particular problems.
The rating definitions are too nar
row to be totally useful. In general,
the articles all contain interesting
material, but most are of little use
to the small practitioner.

Magazine basically worth reading
for general information. Would like
to know the cost of a subscription.
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